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The Enrollment
Getting Started From Your Community Page
Step 1. From your organization’s Community Page Click the links to review RARE-X’s
Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.

Step 2. Click Get Started

Enrolling in the DCP
Step 1. Complete Access Request Form

Step 2. Create your password

Step 3. Request your verification code

Step 4. Confirm your verification code

Step 5. Create your password

Step 6. Login to the DCP

Completing the Consent Process
When first logging into the Data Collection Program (DCP) you will be led through a required
consenting process. You will be asked to complete a consent for each role you requested (caregiver,
patient, or both).

Step 1. Matrix Terms of Use
This is like other terms of use you would agree to when downloading an application for
personal use.
❖ Your Actions – Review and click ACCEPT
Step 2. Informed Consent
Informed consent is the process through which a researcher obtains, as well as
maintains, the permission of a person or a person’s authorized representative to
participate in a research study.
❖ Your Actions – Indicate if someone is reading the consent to you.
Carefully Review the Informed Consent. Click I UNDERSTAND at the
bottom of each page. Answer the questions on the last page and enter
your electronic signature. Click COMPLETE.

Step 3. Data Sharing Survey
This part of the consenting process allows you to designate how your data will be
shared.
1. General Research. Select this type of research to allow your date to be used
for the broadest types of research.

2. Health/Medical/Biomedical Research. Select this type of research if you
prefer your data to be used for fewer types of research. Carefully read and select
from the restrictions that follow.
The last page of the Data Sharing Survey asks permission for RARE-X to contact
you or share your information in specific instances. For example, when new data
sharing opportunities have been released.
❖ Your Actions: Review and Select your data sharing preferences. Click
COMPLETE and then FINISH.

The Dashboards
Navigating the Caregiver Dashboard
Adding a Patient to the Caregiver Dashboard
Step 1. To add a patient to the DCP click the ADD PATIENT button in the upper left on
your Caregiver Dashboard.
Step 2. Complete the Add Patient form
Step 3. Complete the consenting process.
Step 4. The patient will be added to your patient list. Click the Book icon to open the
Patient’s Dashboard.

How to know what Dashboard I am on

How to change Dashboards
STEP 1. Click the Profile icon in the upper right corner of the screen.

Step 2. Select Change Patient from the list.
Step 3. Select the patient’s name from the Choose a Patient window.

Navigating the Patient Dashboard

The Surveys
Completing Surveys
Answering Level 1 Surveys
The Health and Development Survey
** Begin with the Health and Development Survey.**
This is a head-to-toe survey indicating the body systems that are or that may be
affected by the patient’s rare disease.
Answer options include: Yes, No, or Unsure.
When a question is answered with Yes or Unsure, and there is an associated
Level 2 survey the additional survey will be automatically added to the patient’s
dashboard. As additional Level 2 surveys become available, they will also be
added to the patient’s dashboard based on the Health and Development Survey
responses.
The Health and Development survey can be updated as the patient’s disease
changes Additional Level 2 surveys if applicable will be added to the Dashboard
based on the updated survey responses.
The remaining Level 1 surveys are optional and only need to be completed if
applicable to the patient.

Answering Level 2 Surveys
These surveys have more in-depth questions.
Answer options include: Yes, No, or Unsure.
Answers Yes or Unsure allow you to provide additional information regarding the
age symptoms first appeared and the age a diagnosis was made.

Frequently Asked Questions
How do I contact RARE-X support?
Contact support by emailing us at Support@rare-x.org. We will respond to your email
within 24 hours, Monday – Friday, except on nationally designated holidays. You may
also call at (716) 427 2739 and press 1 for Support.

How do I reset my password?
Click the Forgot your Password? link on the Login screen. Enter your email address
and click Send verification code. Follow the requested steps. Refer to Creating Your
Account for more detailed information.

What are the preferred web browsers?
Chrome, Edge, and Safari v14 or higher are the preferred browsers. Firefox is not
compatible with the DCP.

How do I update a survey?
Navigate to the Completed tab on the Dashboard. Click the ellipses to the far right of
the survey you would like to update. Select Edit from the list that opens and make your
updates.

How long will it take my level 2 surveys to load?
First you must have answered yes or unsure to the related questions on the Health and
Development Survey. This is a web-based application so there are several variables
the affect the time it takes for the surveys to load. A few include:
● Your internet speeds
● The device you’re using
● The number of surveys loading

Why are there so many consents?
We know the initial registration process can be confusing. We are working to make the
process more streamlined. In the meantime, let’s break down the documents you are
asked to review.
● RARE-X Terms of Use and Privacy Policy – Similar to other terms of use and
privacy policies you are asked to accept when adding an application to your
laptop or phone. These are links on the GET STARTED and LOGIN buttons on
your community page.

● Matrix Terms of Use – Matrix is the software vendor that hosts RARE-X’s DCP.
Matrix requires you to accept their terms of use.
● Consents – Both caregiver participants and patient participants must give
consent to enter or have their data entered in the DCP. You are asked to
complete the caregiver consent and as each child or participant is enrolled you
will be asked to complete their consent. There will be caregiver specific surveys
in the future.
● Data Sharing – RARE-X encourages you to share your data as widely as
possible to further the development of possible treatments and cures. We
understand not everyone is comfortable with or wishes to provide their data this
broadly. The Data Sharing survey allows you to share what you want with whom
you want and can be updated at any time. Be aware, depending on the
restrictions placed on your data RARE-X may not be able to contact you for
clinical trials or treatments.

